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Abstract. Various vision applications exploit matching algorithms to
locate a target object in a scene image. A new fast matching algo-
rithm based on recursive calculation of oriented gradient histograms over
several circular sliding windows is presented. In order to speed up the
algorithm pyramidal image decomposition technique and parallel imple-
mentation with modern multicore processors are utilized. The proposed
fast algorithm yields a good invariance performance for both in-plane
and out-of-plane rotations of a scene image. Computer results obtained
with the proposed algorithm are presented and compared with those of
common algorithms in terms of matching accuracy and processing time.

1 Introduction

Recently numerous matching algorithms using features or keypoints were pro-
posed. Among them, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] and Speeded-
Up Robust Features (SURF) [2] are the most popular algorithms. These basic
algorithms and their variants [3,4,5] can be used as references for comparison
with new matching methods. Although feature-based matching methods are
popular, template matching algorithms are an attractive alternative for real-
time applications [6,7]. Template matching filters possess a good formal basis
and can be implemented by exploiting massive parallelism in hybrid optodigital
systems [6,8] or in high-performance digital hardware such as graphic process-
ing units (GPU) [7,9] or field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) [10] at high
speed. Another approach is a combination of feature-based and template match-
ing algorithms. For example, Scale Invariant Compressed Histogram Transform
(SICHT) [11] uses the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [12] calculated
in a moving window as features. In this paper we present a fast hybrid algorithm
for a reliable matching that recursively calculates the histograms of oriented gra-
dients in several sliding circular windows. The shape of sliding windows helps
us to obtain a pretty good invariance to in-plane/out-of-plane image rotations
with a slight scaling. The algorithm can be easily implemented using modern
technology of multi-core processors. The performance of the proposed algorithm
in a test database is compared with that of SIFT and SURF algorithms in terms
of matching accuracy and processing time.
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2 Proposed Approach

First, let us define a set of circular windows {Wi, i = 1, ...,M} in a reference
image as a set of the following closed disks:

Wi =
{
(x, y) ∈ R

2 : (x− xi)
2
+ (y − yi)

2 ≤ ri

}
, (1)

where (xi, yi) are coordinates of the center and ri is the radius of the ith disk.
The circular windows with possible overlapping fill inside an object of interest
in the reference image as shown in Fig. 1. The disks form a geometric struc-
ture that runs across a scene image. The histograms of oriented gradients are
calculated in circular areas and further used for matching. It is interesting to
note that at any position of the structure each disk contains image area that
is unchangeable during rotation; therefore, the histogram of oriented gradients
computed in a circular window is also invariant to rotation. Moreover, in order
to obtain a high accuracy of matching relative positions of the disks described
by the center distances and center-to-center angles should be taken into account.
It is recommendable to choose a minimum number of equal disks with a radius
to fill inside as much as possible the reference object. Actually, numerous experi-
ments have showed that the number M of circular windows may be chosen from
2 to 4 to yield the matching performance comparable with that of the SIFT.

Fig. 1. Set of circular windows calculated from an object

Histograms of Oriented Gradients are good features for matching [12] because
they possess a good discriminant capability and robust to small image deforma-
tions such as rotation and scale. First, at each position of the ith circular window
on a scene image we compute gradients inside the window with the help of the So-
bel operator [13]. Next, using the gradientmagnitudes {Magi (x, y) : (x, y) ∈ Wi}
and orientation values quantized for Q levels {ϕi (x, y) : (x, y) ∈ Wi}, the his-
togram of oriented gradients can be computed as follows:

HoGi (α) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∑
(x,y)∈Wi

δ (α− ϕi (x, y)), Magi (x, y) ≥ Med

0, otherwise,

(2)
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where α = {0, ..., Q− 1} are histogram values (bins), Med is the median value

of image pixels inside of the circular window, and δ (z) =

{
1, z = 0

0, otherwise
is the

Kronecker delta function. Note that the calculation in Eq.(2) requires approxi-
mately

[
πr2i

]
addition operations. In order to reduce computational complexity

the calculation of the histograms at the sliding window position k can be per-
formed in a recursive manner as follows:

HoGk
i (α) = HoGk−1

i (α) −
∑

(x,y)∈OutPk−1
i

δ
(
α−Outϕk−1

i (x, y)
)

(3)

+
∑

(x,y)∈InPk
i

δ
(
α− Inϕk

i (x, y)
)

where OutP k−1
i is a set of outgoing orientation values whose pixels belong to

the half of the perimeter of the sliding window at step k − 1, that is,

{
Outϕk−1

i (x, y) =

{
ϕk−1
i (x, y) , Magk−1

i (x, y) ≥ Medk−1

0, otherwise
: (4)

(x, y) ∈ OutP k−1
i

}
;

InP k
i is a set of incoming orientation values whose pixels belong to the half of

the perimeter of the sliding window at step k given by

{
Inϕk

i (x, y) =

{
ϕk
i (x, y) , Magki (x, y) ≥ Medk

0, otherwise
: (5)

(x, y) ∈ InP k
i

}
.

The computational complexity of this calculation is approximately [2πri] ad-
dition operations. Fig. 2 shows the recursive update of the histogram along
columns. The recursive calculation can be used along columns as well as along
rows. To provide rotation invariance a cyclic shift of the histogram moving a
dominant orientation was proposed [11]. However, if there are several dominant
orientations in the histogram owing to noise, this method does not work properly.

Another drawback is the method does not take into account scale invariance.
To overcome these disadvantages, we utilize a normalized correlation operation
for comparison of the histograms of the reference and scene images. Let us com-
pute a centered and normalized histogram of oriented gradients of the reference
as follows:
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Fig. 2. Recursive histogram update

HoGR
i (α) =

HoGR
i (α)−MeanR

√
V arR

, (6)

where MeanR and V arR are sample mean and variance of the histogram, re-
spectively.

The correlation output for the ith circular window at position k can be com-
puted with the help of the fast Inverse Fourier Transform [13] as follows:

Ck
i (α) = IFT

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

HSk
i (ω)HR∗

i (ω)√√√√Q

Q−1∑
q=0

(
HoGk

i (q)
)2 − (

HSk
i (0)

)2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7)

where HSk
i (ω) is the Fourier Transform of the histogram of oriented gradients

inside of the ith circular window over the scene image and HRi (ω) is the Fourier
Transform of HoGR

i (α); the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The correlation
peak is a measure of similarity of the two histograms, which can be obtained as
follows:

P k
i = max

α

{
Ck

i (α)
}
. (8)

The correlation peaks are in the range of [−1, 1]. It is of interest to note
that the normalized correlation peaks possess two important properties: first,
invariance to rotation because a cyclic shift of the histogram values corresponds
to a cyclic shift of the correlation output and does not change the correlation peak
value; second, the normalization in Eqs.(6) and (7) helps us to take into account
a slight scale difference between the reference and scene images. Computation
of the centered and normalized histograms for all circular windows over the
reference image as well as the Fourier Transforms can be done as preprocessing.
A block diagram of the proposed one-pass matching algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the algorithm

In order to accelerate the proposed algorithm a decomposition technique [14]
is exploited. As shown in Fig 4, an image can be decomposed in a set of small
images by decimating in each direction depending on a decomposition level L;
i. e. when L = 2, the image is divided in 4 similar images that can reconstruct
the original image by performing the inverse process, in a similar way, if L = 3
there are 9 images, and so on.

Fig. 4. Ilustration of a pyramidal decompostition with level 2 of an image

After selecting the decomposition level, two sets of small images from a scene
and reference images are formed. Next, the described algorithm in the preceding
section is applied only to one pair of the images. A set of decomposed images
are shown in Fig. 5.

The speed-up is achieved by the spatial search in a smaller scene image.
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Fig. 5. Level 2 of reference image decomposition: a) original image, b) set of decom-
posed images

3 Experimental Results

In this section we present experimental results using the image database ALOI
[15]. Ten scene images with the size of 1280 × 1024 pixels and ten reference
images of the size 144 × 144 pixels with varied objects were used. Each refer-
ence object is located at 100 random positions within the scene images. The
performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with that of popular
SIFT and SURF algorithms, the parameters of such algorithms are the ones
proposed by Lowe [1] and Bay [2]. The algorithms are tested in different con-
ditions such as in-plane/out-of-plane rotations and a slight scaling. The perfor-
mance is evaluated in terms of the number of correct matches and processing
time. The proposed algorithm referred to as CWMA uses two circular win-
dows in each object with a radius r (depends on the size of object). For a
better matching we use Q = 64 bins instead of 9 bins as proposed in [12].
The parameters of the algorithms are as follows: M = 2, Q = 64, Thp = 0.7,
L = {1, 2, 4}. The performance of the tested algorithms for in-plane/out-of-
plane rotation is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the CWMA yields the
best in-plane rotation invariance and a similar performance with that of the
SIFT for out-of-plane rotation. The number in parenthesis is the decomposition
level.

Figure 7 illustrates tolerance of the proposed algorithm to image scaling in
the range of [0.8, 1.2]. One may observe that the performance of the CWMA is
pretty good for slight image upscaling and downscaling. So, the algorithm can
be utilized in real-life application such as tracking.

Finally, the performance of the tested algorithms in terms of processing time
is shown in Fig. 8. A standard PC with an Intel Core i7 processor with 3.2
GHz and 8 GB of RAM was used. The implementation of the SIFT and the
SURF is taken from the open library OpenCV with Intel multithreading li-
brary TBB. The proposed algorithm was also implemented with OpenCV with
multithreading from OpenMP library. We see that the proposed algorithm with
a pyramidal decomposition performs close to the SURF and outperforms
the SIFT.
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Fig. 6. Matching results for: a) in-plane rotation, b) out-of-plane rotation

Fig. 7. Matching results for a slight scaling

Fig. 8. Processing time of tested algorithms
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4 Conclusion

In this paper a fast image matching algorithm based on recursive calculation of
oriented gradient histograms over several circular sliding windows was presented.
Multicore processors with inherent parallel architectures can help to implement
the algorithm for image matching with large scenes at high rate. Experimental
results showed that the proposed algorithm outperforms the common algorithms
for in-plane rotation, yields a similar performance with the SIFT for out-of-plane
rotation and a slight scaling, and requires processing time close to the SURF.
The algorithm is attractive for real-time applications when rotation invariance
matching with a slight scaling is required.
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